KUNTZLEMAN STROBE SYSTEMS

KUNTZLEMAN LED CONTROLER ONLY
LED controller only. The controller is capable of powering up to 4 of our special strobe heads. So, if you would like to add more visibility we have 3 additional heads to choose from that will work in conjunction with the two wing tip heads. LED-HACW is a streamline strobe & White AFT Position light, LED-SO is a streamline strobe only and LED-TLS is a Round taillight strobe only. Each additional head requires a Y-PC patch cord. P/N 11-12343............. $136.75

KUNTZLEMAN LED REPLACEMENT 
POSITION AND STROBE HEADS
LED replacement position and strobe heads. This items comes with an LED replacement part with Red/White position or a Green/White position and strobe head. This part is for the Anti Collision and Navigation Position Light System. (Part Numbers 11-10687 or 11-12342). This head requires a Y-PC patch cord. Red/White ........................................... P/N 11-12344............ $136.75 Green White .................................................. P/N 11-12345............. $136.75

KUNTZLEMAN LED STREAMLINE WHITE 
AFT POSITION AND STROBE HEAD
LED-HACW is a streamline strobe & White AFT Position light. This part is for the Anti Collision and Navigation Position Light System. (Part Numbers 11-10687 or 11-12342). This head requires a Y-PC patch cord. P/N 11-12347............. $14.50

KUNTZLEMAN LED Y-PATCH CORD ADAPTER
Y-PC patch cord for the Anti Collision and Navigation Position Light System. (Part Numbers 11-10687 or 11-12342). This head requires a Y-PC patch cord. P/N 11-12348............. $97.75

KUNTZLEMAN LED STREAMLINE 
STROBE ONLY HEAD
LED-SO is a streamline strobe only. This part is for the Anti Collision and Navigation Position Light System. (Part Numbers 11-10687 or 11-12342). This head requires a Y-PC patch cord. P/N 11-12349............. $97.75

KUNTZLEMAN LED ROUND 
TAILLIGHT STYLE STROBE
LED-TLS is a round tailight style strobe only. This head is for the Anti Collision and Navigation Position Light System. (Part Numbers 11-10687 or 11-12342). This head requires a Y-PC patch cord. P/N 11-12350............. $97.75

KUNTZLEMAN REPLACEMENT PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
Standard Streamline Head Assembly - Silicon and lexan head measures 3-1/4" x 1" and weighs 1.8 ounces each. (bulb unit, clear lens, adapter plate, 25 wire, plug, pins, hardware and heat shrink) SL-HAC-G .............. P/N 11-07466 ................................. $92.75 SL-HAC-R - Red/White LED ........................................... P/N 11-07468 ................................. $92.75 Slt-HAC-W - White .................................................. P/N 11-07469 ................................. $92.75 Slt-HAC-W .................................................. P/N 11-07470 ................................. $92.75 SL-HAC-T - Triple LED ........................................... P/N 11-07471 ................................. $92.75

KUNTZLEMAN SC-LED LED STROBE
The SC-LED STROBE is a self-contained 12 volt DC operated light designed specifically for Ultralight use where an external 12 volt power source (battery) is available. Its physical size is the smallest of any self contained strobe light in its class. Measuring 1.5" dia. at the base and 9/16" tall, this strobe light is in a single wink pattern at about 42 per minute, power consumption is 500 ma (1/2 Amp) and it weighs only 7.8 ounces. It is synchronized and determined by the use of an external 12 volt DC power source. The SC-LED STROBE is designed to be used in an area of high vibration. P/N 11-13052............. $159.95

KUNTZLEMAN LED WING TIP STROBE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM
This new wing tip, 100% LED, strobe and navigation light system features a cluster of very bright LEDs and using a common controller that furnishes the heads with a junction point for synchronizing and selecting one of the 7 flash patterns of the LED STROBES. It also allows for a separate power source to the navigation, red, green and white LEDs. The system includes 2 heads (one left & one right), mounting adapter plates for mounting on a radius, 50 feet of 3 conductor wire, plugs, pins, 1 controller, misc. wire connectors and mounting hardware. Specifications: 
- Made in USA
- Navigation Colors: Aviation Red / Green forward and White aft 
- Strobe: Synchronized with seven (7) selectable flash patterns 
- Weight: 2 heads and controller / 12 oz. 
- Power draw: Strobe and Position lights are LESS than 2 Amps at 12 to 14 volts 
- Footprint Dimensions (Heads): 3.2" long x 1.1" wide 
- Footprint Dimensions (Controller): 2.2" x 5" 
Kuntzleman LED Wing Tip Strobe And Navigation System Standard ........................................... P/N 11-10687 ............. $389.95 LED wing tip strobe with Sonex Adapters ....... P/N 11-10688 ............. $389.95 accessories 
- Kuntzleman Bushcaddy Adapter .......... P/N 11-10689 .......... $5.95 Kuntzleman Tripke Adapter......................... P/N 11-10690 .......... $5.95

KUNTZLEMAN SELF CONTAINED 
12 VDC STROBE
The SC103 STROBE is a self contained 12 volt DC operated light designed specifically for Ultralight use where an external 12 volt power source (battery) is available. Its physical size is the smallest of any self contained strobe light in its class. Measuring 1.5" dia. at the base and 9/16" tall, this strobe light is in a single wink pattern at about 42 per minute, power consumption is 500 ma (1/2 Amp) and it weighs only 7.8 ounces. It is synchronized and determined by the use of an external 12 volt DC power source. The SC-LED STROBE is designed to be used in an area of high vibration. P/N 11-13052............. $116.70

SHOCK MOUNT - Designed to be used when mounting the SC103 strobe in an area of high vibration. P/N 11-09049............. $9.95

KUNTZLEMAN SC-LED LED STROBE
The SC-LED STROBE is a self-contained WHITE LED 12/14 VDC operated strobe light. Designed specifically for use where an external 12 VDC power source (battery) is available. Its size is the smallest of any self-contained LED strobe light in its class, measuring 1.5" dia. at the base by 4.75" tall, and weighing only 7.8 ounces. It is synchronized with a Fresnel lens. The flash is in a 5 MULTIPLE BURST PATTERN of 72 cycles per minute. Power consumption is 500 ma (1/2 Amp) with an average draw of 0.3 Amps. The SC-LED strobe is mounted with a 1/4" x 20 stud located in the center on the bottom of the unit. A stainless steel tang is supplied. Its rugged construction makes it a great economical stand-alone unit. P/N 11-13052............. $159.95

KUNTZLEMAN LANDING/TAXI/RECOGNITION (LTR)
LSA and EXPERIMENTAL aircraft line of lights. Made in the USA, called the LTR which stands for Landing-Taxi-Recognition. The LTR consists of 9 extremely bright LEDs, focused through special lenses. This results in a white beam of light that has been measured with a light meter to be 2 1/2 times the brightness of a 55 volt halogen lamp while drawing 1/3 the current and 1.5 times the resistance of the same current. Powered by 12 to14 volts DC it uses only 1.35 Amps of power. The LTR dimensions are 3” Dia. X 1” deep and weighs less than 1.5 ounces. Flashing on & off can be accomplished with an led flasher from your local auto parts store. You must see the LTR in operation to believe the light output. Sold with a money back satisfaction guarantee. P/N 11-09854............. $229.00
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